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I he Lively Ones made no bones about it. The first 3 songs on their debut LP were 

obvious covers of Dick Dale’s biggest hits: "Surf Beat,” “Let’s Go Trippin’” and “Miserlou.” 

They were absolutely sure you’d like ‘em and 100% sure you would dance, too. There was no 

shame in their blazing delivery of these overtly popular tunes, and certainly no shame in being a 

surf band, through and through. 

That album, SURF RIDER, was the top selling LP at Wallachs Music City on Sunset & Vine for over 3 

months in that headspinning summer of 1963. Today, it can be considered a masterpiece, featuring waiters like 

“Goofy Foot,” “Surf Rider” and the romantic tension of the surfers’ mood classic “Paradise Cove." 

It’s no surprise that The Lively Ones’ output from this point on would be presented at 33 1/3. They eventually released as 

many LP’s as they did singles, which may just account for the group’s limited presence on the pop charts. But with the excite¬ 

ment at the outbreak of the surfboard riding phenomenon, Los Angelenos wasted little time with BILLBOARD: 

“...the people who started it all, the sturdy California teenagers, couldn’t care less. They just want the music to keep 

swinging in their own backyard. The surfing dances allow these youths to feel comfortable in ‘their’ clothes, speak 

their language and perform their dance.” 
Ed Douglass 

Hit Parader Magazine 

September 1963 

It all went down in about 12 months for The Lively Ones... that is, the recording of what amounted to 5 albums. See, it’s 

like this; No one flinched about how many “originals” a band would have to come up with to release an LP (before 

Lennon/McCartney set new standards for kids in bands to live up to). It was perfectly o.k. to work stuff up. What made the 

difference was the arrangement, and especially in the case of The Lively Ones, the delivery. From the inception of the band, 

the attitude was” hit ‘em hard and fast.” "We were eager to play,” says Ed Chiaverini. "We had the energy, and any up tempo 

song we did, we were movin’.” 

0 

It started for The Lively Ones at the Rendezvous Ballroom in 

Balboa at a Dick Dale dance. That’s where Ed Chiaverini met Ray 

Hunt (then lead guitarist for The Surfmen). Ray had cut a brilliant 

single in 1960 with The Expressos (featuring Jerry LaFavor on 

drums, Nick Drury on rhythm, Dale Ward on bass, John Blankenship 

on piano...and producer Aki Aleong on guiro). “Teenage Express” 

b/w “Wanderin’ (on Trans American Records) foreshadowed the 

surf sound in two important ways. Basically a new arrangement of 

Preston Epps “Bongo Rock”, Hunt later taught his lead guitar part 

to a young Jim Fuller, who was soon to use this break on The 

Surfaris hit recording of “Wipe Out.” The Expressos session is 

also the first in The Lively Ones lineage recorded at Sound House 

Studios (on Merced Street in El Monte). The joint was owned by Mary Ford’s brother, Bob Summers, who would play an impor¬ 

tant role as a songwriter and producer for The Lively Ones as time went on. 

By the summer of 1961, Ray Hunt was busy putting together The Surfmen: "I was approached by George Brown (of Titan 

Records) to re-do ‘Wanderin’. I used Jerry LaFavor on drums and a tenor sax player by the name of Armando Enriquez, and 

then did all the rest of the parts by myself. I just overdubbed the rhythm, bass and lead. Armando changed his name to 

Armon Frank very early on and joined Dick Dale’s Del-Tones, but the sound he used was 

very Latin.” Originally titled “Extasy,” it was released in January of 1962 as “Paradise 

Cove.” Ray Hunt was suddenly on the lookout for musicians ready for a steady gig, and 

before too long recruited Tim Fitzpatrick on drums, Ron Griffith on bass, and Ed 

Chiaverini on rhythm guitar. These 1962 gigs by The Surfmen (mostly at Roller Rinks 

and High School dances) fed off the popularity of “Paradise Cove,” and set up the nucle¬ 

us and foundation for The Lively Ones. The record charted at #11 in the Los Angeles 

radio market, and received the honor of being covered by “exotica” deity Martin Denny. 

By the time of the second Surfmen single (“Malibu Run” b/w “El Toro”), Chiaverini, 

Griffith and Fitzpatrick had left to form their own group with guitarist Jim Masoner and 

saxophonist Joel Willenbring. These next two Surfmen records (the finale being 

“Breakers” b/w “The Casanova”) featured no Lively Ones involvement, but were genius 

nonetheless. “Ray was real smooth, and his timing was impeccable,” notes Chiaverini. 

(The Lively Ones later recorded “Malibu Run” on their SURF CITY album.) In this 

respect, Ray Hunt, a evocative guitarist and songwriter of great scope and dynamics, 

can be considered a “pioneer” of the Surf sound, as well as catalyst for the initial stage 

repertoire of The Lively Ones. Hunt concludes: “We were cornin’ out of more a Bill 

Doggett, Freddy King and T-Bone Walker direction. I didn’t do Dick Dale tunes and stuff 

like that. I was doin’ all black tunes. Even Jimmy Smith, Jack McDuff, Jimmy 

McGriff...their arrangements would get converted to guitar in our group.” 

“My very first gig was in Pismo Beach,” explains Masoner, “and there was a lot of 

pressure on me to fill Ray Hunt’s shoes.” At one early dance for KFWB disc jockey Gene 

Weed, the former Surfmen “earned” their new moniker. In Robert J. Dailey’s book 

SURFIN’ GUITARS, Ron Griffith explains, “Gene saw the way we jumped around on the 
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stage and how our music sounded and told us one night we were a bunch of ‘lively 

ones’.” Weed soon hooked 'em up with Bob Keane of Del Fi Records, and record¬ 

ing sessions commenced. 

Both sides of their first single were written by Bob Summers, and both were 

later retitled using surf culture phrases. (This was to become common practice at 

Del Fi, as we will soon discover.) The A-side, “Guitarget" was later dubbed 

“Hotdoggen” on the SURF RIDER LP, and the moody flip "Crying Guitar” became 

"Surfer’s Lament.” Shortly thereafter, the recording vacuum increased, and so did 

the tomfoolery with song titles. This time, however, the surfing terminology was 

tacked on to tunes that had absolutely no foundation in the water. 

Take for example Freddy King’s “San-Ho-Zay,” which on a Lively Ones album all 

of a sudden became “Shootin’ the Pier.” It doesn’t stop there. Soon Link Wray’s 

“Rawhide” became “Surf Drums," and The Ventures’ "Spudnik” (from their 

MASHED POTATOES AND GRAVY album) became “Surf Rider”...accounting for the 

title tracks of their first two LP’s! Later covered by Johnny Fortune and Angie & 

The Originals, The Ventures acknowledged the title change on their SURFING WITH 

THE VENTURES album, and composer Nokie Edwards still picks up royalty checks 

for “Surf Rider,” most recently used on the closing credit sequence of the Quentin 

Tarantino film PULP FICTION. 

The Lively Ones’ originals also underwent the underwater 

foliage..."Tranquilizer” became “High Tide,” and perhaps their most definitive recording “Goofy Foot” (itself a wild surf takeoff 

on The Shadows “Apache”) was conveniently changed to “Surf Battle,” to tie in with a “various artists” release by Del Fi (pro¬ 

moting the Deauville Castle Club “Surf Battle” in March 1963.) 

“The Hungry Eye” by Johnny & the Hurricanes was dubbed 

“Livin’.” The Lively Ones did a great cover of Duane Eddy’s "40 

Miles of Bad Road” 

on their SURF 

DRUMS album, but managed to nick another Freddy King tune “Butterscotch,” 

and retitle it “40 Miles Bad Surf.” The most ridiculous transference came on the 

Nat Kendrick & the Swans rocker “(Do The) Mashed Potatoes.” "The Swans” 

was actually a pseudonym for James Brown and his Famous Flames (vocal 

shouts by King Coleman, drums by Nat Kendrick)...and wouldn’t you know it, "(Do 

The) Mashed Potatoes” appears on a Lively Ones LP titled “Happy Gremmie.” 

But check it out: The variety of sources is mind boggling, especially when you 

consider how perfectly The Lively Ones make these diverse sources their own, 

purely in the context of hard core surf music. Face it, The Fireballs’ “Rik-A-Tik,” 

The Strangers’ “The Caterpillar Crawl,” The Bel Airs’ “Mr. Moto,” The (Riverside) 

Tornadoes’ “Bustin’ Surfboards,” The (Joe Meek) Tornadoes’ “Telstar,” The 

Rockin’ Rebels’ “Wild Weekend” and Cole Porter’s “Night and Day” (thankfully, 

all properly titled) may have suffered in the hands of lesser men. But there may 

be no better testament to their brilliance than Ron Griffith and Jim Masoner’s 

arrangement to the theme from the film “Exodus.” 

Griffith; “I came up with the idea, and then we sat 

down and worked on it. Jim came up with the clickin’ 

horse hooves on his guitar. He had it muffled way up 

the top doin’ that clickin’ sound. While we were in 

the studio, Bob Summers came up with an idea for a 

rhythm chord change, and it sounded real good. I 

think myself, if that song would have been put out 

and pushed, it would have been a hit.” 

The Lively Ones did manage 2 chart hits in the 

Greater Los Angeles area during 1963, the best sell¬ 

ing being “Surf Rider,” followed by “Rik-A-Tik.” “Goofy 

Foot” also received plenty of airplay — it was a popu¬ 

lar tune and easily one of the best recordings of the 

surf era. Chiaverini describes the setup: “Ron had a 

Fender Precision bass, and Jim and I both had Fender 

Jaguars. Ron and I had the big Fender Showmans 

with the 15 in it. Jim played through one of those 

Fender outboard reverbs, and a Fender Dual Showman amp with two 15’s in it, which at the time was one of the biggest ones 

around. Not too many guys had twin 15’s." “Tell you what,” extols Ron Griffith, "Bob Summers with that control board, what 

he did, he was a genius, because nobody’s been able to duplicate that echo we had. He had his own room with bathroom tile 

in it, and a microphone in the middle cornin’ back outta there. He adjusted the amount of volume as to the echo he needed 

“It seems to me that most of the bands playing at the Retail Clerks Hall, like The Lively Ones 
and The Surfaris, played With a lot Of drive...” Eddie Bertrand (Eddie & The Showmen) 

on it.” Jim Masoner adds “That is even more pure than the $30,000 reverbs that you have today. That’s what they’re after, 

is that pureness. I don’t know anybody who’s still smart enough or who’ll go to the trouble to have one.” 

It seems The Lively Ones were rather fortunate that their recordings naturally evolved (via The Expressos & The Surfmen) 

at Sound House Studios. Bob Summers had an inside track on Les Paul’s adventurous style, which gave him an edge in stu¬ 

dio design. “Being able to ask questions helped a lot,” Summers notes, “which is something I’m sure a lot of guitar players 

would have liked to do.” Sound House featured the luxury of two echo chambers. According to Summers “They were about 

30 feet long and about 12 feet high...it was porcelain tile. The main room was 50’ by 50’.” Sound House was ahead of it’s 

time in another respect. “I got one of the first 4 tracks that Ampex made,” Summers continues, “so I had 4 track at least 6 

months before the other studios started gearing up.” 

"I remember liking the fact that we would put a lot of echo on the lead guitar and the sax, but keep the rhythm section 

pretty tight and dry,” Masoner notes. “One of the things that I was fairly good at was fitting the saxophone in," Joel 

Willenbring describes, “in such a way so that it didn’t override the other instruments. So when the other guys were playing, I 

could play in the background and fill up the holes. I used to play the melody patterns with the guitar player. Also, I used 

some of the King Curtis riffs and stuck them in our songs, because I liked that sound he gets. I’ve always liked the blues 
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sound, the black music sound, so I gravitated in that 

direction. At the time, I was listening primarily to Jazz 

and R&B musicians. Dave Brubeck and some of those 

guys were real big.” 

Record producer Bob Summers had a background 

recording rock instrumentals for Capitol records as 

well, and was able to contribute to The Lively Ones 

repertoire. “I’d written what became ‘Crazy Surf 

maybe 4 or 5 years before I met ‘em, and had done 

just a demo on my own,” recalls Summers. “Same with 

‘Crying Guitar’. I played it for them, they liked it and 

wanted to do it. On ‘Guitarget’ and ‘Hey Scrounge’, I 

wrote these after I’d met them and kind of got into 

their style.” Jim Masoner emerged as a pretty strong 

writer himself. “Tranquilizer” and “Goofy Foot" are his, 

as well as the eternal classic “Sea-N-Shore,” recorded 

by Jerry & The Diamonds on ARC records in 1965. 

In person, The Lively Ones were a rage throughout the Golden State. “In Santa Cruz, we played at a surfing event on the 

beach,” recalls Masoner. “The stage was just out over the water. The Pavalon Ballroom on the Huntington Beach Pier had a 

lot of natural echo, and our sound would just really swell up in there, which was o.k., because I felt we sounded more like the 

record that way.” Ed Chiaverini recalls other venues: “We played The Cinnamon Cinder in Hollywood, and The Retail Clerks 

Hall in Buena Park at least once a month. That was a pretty steady gig for us. The audience reaction was tremendous. 

People would come right up to the stage and put their arms on the stage and be screamin’ and yellin’. The kids 

used to be just goin’ crazy.” 

“All those gigs were really fun in those days, because it was the place to be,” Willenbring enthuses. 

It was all real ‘up,’ like a summer party scene. The kids, most of them had sweaters and ties 

on...they didn’t have to worry about much. We didn’t have the shootings that they have now, and 

it was all kind of festive. Everywhere we went, people were really excited about seeing the band. 

Now that I stop and think about it, I don’t remember ever seeing one person sit down.” 

Chiaverini agrees; “Nobody would sit down at those things. They’d all gather ‘round, get as 

I close as they could to the stage, and those who wanted to dance, they would dance in the 

center.” Ron Griffith continues, “We did that show out at Harmony Park in Anaheim, and his 

dad came over and asked us if we’d like to back Dick Dale, but we’d have to get rid of our 

guitar player. I told him ‘No...why would I want to get rid of a guitar player that’s better than 

the one we’d be getting?”’ But Jim is quick to add “Certainly I give (Dale) all the credit for 

bein’ a gigantic influence on me.” 

Masoner describes the live shows; “The way we worked it, Eddie, Joe & Ron had their 

choreography together...they had some pretty good little steps that we ripped off from The 

Sentinels. That was too hard for me to do, so they let me go free and I just went nuts. I would 

jump on the amplifiers, and sling my guitar neck in circles as I would hit the strings...just good old 

stage activity. Often times, my jackets or pants would just rip to shreds.” “He’d throw himself into the 

wall,” Chiaverini adds. “He’d take his shoulder and pound it into the 

wall, at the same time he’d be accenting the guitar, and he’d just 

(whoosh!), pull on these strings and make this big, loud sound.” 

Joel recalls “We had a few routines we did on a regular basis. One 

of them was they would put their guitars behind their heads, and I 

would put the sax behind my back, and we would play. Another was 

more like a Can Can routine, but we kicked our legs out more like 

those Russian dancers. A lot of the stuff we did was totally sponta¬ 

neous. We meshed together so well as a group that when we start¬ 

ed playing, we were like one unit.” 

It was at the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium that The Lively 

Ones received their wildest response. Masoner: “The Marketts 

were there, and they had “Out Of Limits” at the time. The Ventures 

were there too, along with 5 or 6 thousand kids, which was pretty big 

at the time. The crowd heard the first 3 bands, all sounding good 

with decent music, but they really were just not getting anything visual goin’ whatsoever. We came out and doubled the vol¬ 

ume & just cranked it. They’d set us up perfect. The Ventures followed us and that had to have been real terrible for ‘em, 

because they were definitely a stand-around band. There were corridors along the side of the seating hallways, and if we just 

walked by, the kids would turn and scream at us while The Ventures were playing. I almost felt sorry for ‘em.” At another 

show, The Lively Ones performed with The Beach Boys in this venue, well known as the sight of their 1964 “BEACH BOYS 

CONCERT” album. 

Certainly The Lively Ones’ forte was performance. What you’re listening to was recorded live (with the rare overdub). 

When you hear the saxophone breaks, imagine throngs of sharfxlressed casuals at the Retail Clerks Hall in Buena Park, or 

The Teen Canteen in Azusa, digging rhythm & blues, jack. This was a moment when surfers had a rock ‘n’ roll identity...before 

stoners, shortboards, mellow hippie surfers, mondo new wave surfers and corporate neon surfers. The Lively Ones were the 

“stock” surf band in a rare revolution of the artistic and the athletic. Sportsmanship wasn’t such a bad idea. Unconsciously, 

the “Surfers” at these gigs forged a unified sense of social cool that’s termed as “culture" today. We’d best learn from their 

example. “That kind of thing was just developing at the time,” Chiaverini reminds. “It was something that was so new that I 

guess everybody was excited about it.” Jim Masoner explains it best: “There was nothing that we did, and nowhere that we 

played that wasn’t a set up for dancing.” Slap on “Happy Gremmie” and discover the Surfer Stomp for yourself... 

-Domenic Priore 
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